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A well-known theorem of vector analysis states that an arbitrary vector field can be decomposed into the sum of two fields, one of which is irrotational and the other solenoidal. Analogous theorems for stress and strain tensor fields are presented in this note. -vaUSn] is related to some (displacement) vector field u" by
where uY takes on the prescribed value on SA = S -SB .
In other words, the theorem states that any stress field can be decomposed into the sum of two fields, one of which obeys prescribed conditions on internal and surface equilibrium and the other of which provides (through Hooke's law) strains that satisfy internal and surface compatibility requirements. The analogy with the corresponding result for vector fields is evident: the equilibrium condition involves the divergence of the stress tensor (a solenoidal vector is divergence-free) and compatibility requires that *Received December 20, 1955.
'Here/J and T° have the character of body force and surface traction, so that if Sb is the entire surface, they must be so chosen as to satisfy overall static equilibrium.
NOTES
[Vol. XIV, No. 3 strain be derivable from displacement (an irrotational vector is derivable from a potential).2 The proof of the theorem rests on the fact that a," may be chosen as the solution to the following mixed boundary value problem for tr,-' , u" , and e,',' :
Then the choice a'u = au -a'' satisfies
and so a'a and constitute the elements of the required decomposition. Theorem 2. A symmetrical (strain) tensor defined in V may be written This theorem follows immediately from the application of Theorem 1 to the stress tensor <r,,-= -with the result that the decomposition o-,-,-= a'a + v" obeys conditions (a) and (b). Then the strain tensors ej, = L(<r',) and t" -L(a'i') provide the elements of the required decomposition of «,,• . 2The reader is cautioned not to infer that tr'' satisfies the conventional Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations, since these involve equilibrium conditions that <r'' need not satisfy. 
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